IATE data for download

- Data in TermBase eXchange (.tbx) and comma-separated values (.csv) format
- Possibility to generate filtered exports

Search

- New search technologies providing greater accuracy in the results retrieval
- Option to search in other fields apart from the term field
- Domain filtering across all EuroVoc* domains and descriptors

Results

- Enriched results list
- Flexible display of full entry
- Clear distinction between exact and fuzzy matches

Interoperability

- Option to query IATE from other applications (Search API)

And much more...

- Multilingual interface
- General statistics
- Enhanced last queries
- User preferences for logged-in users
- Comprehensive user manual

Accessibility

- The multilingual database offers everyone equal access to information and functionalities.

User-friendliness

- The previous two applications (the internal and the public versions) have been merged to facilitate terminology management and consultation. A fully revamped platform awaits users, who will have different access rights according to their profile.

Responsiveness

- Consult IATE on any device - smartphone, tablet or desktop.

Data exchange

- Using the latest technology, the new version of IATE retrieves data from other EU tools (EU legislation repository, EuroVoc domain classification, etc.).
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* EuroVoc is a multilingual, multidisciplinary thesaurus covering the activities of the EU.